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FOREWORD 

This guide explains how to investigate allegations of reprisal and improper referrals for mental 
health evaluations. It is designed to logically lead investigators from the initial. allegation, to 
documentation and analysis of the evidence, to the conclusion of whether reprisal or other 
improper action occurred. The guide also explains how to detennine whether the legal 
requirements have been met in referrals for mental health evaluations. 

The guide incorporates the statutory changes made to Section 1034 of Title 10, United States 
Code, by the Fiscal Year 1995 National Defense Authorization Act, and DoD Directive 
7050.6, "Military Whistleblower Protection," August 12, 1995. It also addresses the rights 
and procedures outlined in DoD Directive 6490.1, "Mental Health Evaluations of Members of 
the Armed Forces," September 14, 1993. 

This publication supersedes IGDG 7050.6, dated September 30, 1992. Local duplication is 
authorized. Should you desire additional copies of this guide or have questions, comments, or 
recommended changes, call or write to: 

Director 

Office of Departmental Inquiries 


Office of Inspector General, Department of Defense 

400 Army Navy Drive 


Arlington, Virginia 22202-2884 

(703) 604-8507 or DSN 664-8507 


o

I 

-~'!IVL( 
leanor Hill / 

Inspector General 
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CHAPTER 1 


OVERVIEW 


1.1 Purpose. This guide is solely an aid to assist personnel appointed to investigate 
allegations of reprisal and improper referrals for mental health evaluations. It does not create 
any right, privilege or benefit not established in law or regulation. 

1.2 Background 

a. Section 1034 of Title 10, United States Code (10 U.S.C. 1034), requires an 
expeditious investigation of all allegations of reprisal for whistleblowing submitted by military 
members. DoD Directive 7050.6, "Military Whistleblower Protection," implements 
10 U.S.C. 1034 (see Appendix A). 

(1) DoD Directive 7050.6 prohibits: 

(a) restricting a military member from making a protected communication to a 
Member of Congress; an Inspector General (IG) of a DoD Component; a member of a DoD 
audit, inspection, investigation or law enforcement organization; or any other person or 
organization (including any person or organization in the chain of command) designated under 
component regulations or other established administrative procedures to receive such 
communications; and, 

(b) taking (or threatening to take) an unfavorable personnel action or 
withholding (or threatening to withhold) a favorable personnel action as reprisal for making or 
preparing a protected communication to a Member of Congress; an IG of a DoD Component; 
a member of a DoD audit, inspection, investigation or law enforcement organization; or any 
other person or organization (including any other person or organization in the chain of 
command) designated under component regulations or other established administrative 
procedures to receive such communications. 

(2) Substantiated reprisal by a military member is punishable under Article 92 of the 
Uniform Code of Military Justice, "Failure to Obey Order or Regulation." Substantiated 
reprisal by civilian employees is punishable under DoD regulations governing disciplinary or 
adverse actions. 

b. The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1993 (Public Law 102-484), 
established certain requirements for command-directed mental health evaluations. DoD 
Directive 6490.1, "Mental Health Evaluations of Members of the Armed Forces," implements 
the Public Law (see Appendix B). DoD Directive 6490.1: 

(1) Establishes the rights of members referred by their commands for mental health 
evaluations. 

(2) Establishes procedures for outpatient and inpatient mental health evaluations that 
provide protection to members referred by their commands for such evaluations; 
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(3) Prohibits the use of command referrals for mental health evaluations in reprisal 
against military members who make a protected communiC3:tion protected by statute or 
directive; and, 

(4) Incorporates guidelines on psychiatric hospitalization of adults prepared by 
professional civilian health organizations. 
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CHAPTER 2 

INVESTIGATING MILITARY wmSTLEBLOWER REPRISAL 

2.1 Beginning the Investigation. Contact the complainant as soon as possible, even if 
only to tell him/her who will be conducting the investigation. Also, as soon as possible, 
determine what action has been taken on the initial protected communication or disclosure of 
wrongdoing (for more information regarding investigation of the initial protected communi
cation, see Appendix A, DoDD 7050.6, paragraphs E.l.g. and h.). "Generally, do not 
combine the investigation of the protected communication of alleged wrongdoing with the 
investigation of the reprisal allegations. The issue of reprisal is a stand-alone challenge! 

The challenge comes in obtaining the evidence needed to answer four central questions: 

1 Did the military member make or prepare a communication protected by statute? 

2. Was an unfavorable personnel action taken or threatened, or was a favorable action 
withheld or threatened to be withheld following the protected communication? 

3. Did the official(s) responsible for taking, withholding, or threatening the personnel 
action know about the protected communication? 

" 4. Does the evidence establish that the personnel action would have been taken, 
withheld, or threatened if the protected communication had not been made? 

The first three questions are relatively straightforward and easy to resolve so long as you 
properly identify all the protected communications, personnel actions, and responsible 
management officials who either took or influenced the personnel actions. That's why it's so 
important to first become familiar with the definitions provided in this guide and the 
appendices. 

The fourth question is different from the first three because it asks "Why?" Why did the 
responsible management officials act as they did? In other administrative investigations, once 
you establish that management acted within applicable guidelines and had the authority to act 
as they did, you would consider your task accomplished and the case closed. However, in 
reprisal investigations, you must go one step further. You must ask "why" management 
officials acted as they did. Finding the answers to the fourth question, then, is your most 
difficult task because you must analyze not only the actions of management officials, but their 
motives as well. 

Before beginning any interviews, read this entire chapter. Pay particular attention to Sections 
2.3 through 2.6. Those Sections identify the evidence requirements and the analytical 
framework for each of the four questions listed above. Also, take a quick look at DoD 
Directive 7050.6, Enclosure 1, "Content of Complaint" (Appendix A). Although intended for 
the complainant, you may find it helpful as a recap of the information you will need as well. 
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Plan and prepare for the investigation ahead of time. Thorough planning will ensure that when 
you begin your interviews you will get the information you need to answer the four questions. 
Also research the pertinent laws, rules and regulations that apply to the personnel actions under 
review and obtain as many of the relevant documents as possible. 

Make every effort to identify and interview all key witnesses-nonavailability due to temporary 
duty, leave, or separation from the service is not sufficient justification for not interviewing a 
key witness. Ask for the assistance of command or higher headquarters to locate individuals 
and arrange for interviews by telephone or in person. 

Before you begin, review Figure 2.1, "Military Whistleblower Reprisal Investigation Review 
Criteria Worksheet." This is your checklist. It's also the checklist that your appointing 
authority, staff judge advocate, or other reviewing authority may use to ensure that you 
adequately investigated the allegations. 

One final reminder: "Investigate the complaint, not the complainant! II Investigators 
sometimes have a tendency to examine the reputation, background, or performance of the 
complainant in order to determine the credibility of the complainant's claim. Avoid this 
approach--instead, focus on the facts and circumstances related to the issue of reprisal, not the 
character or reputation of the complainant. 

2.2 During the Investigation. When possible, interview the complainant first. Ensure 
that you understand and clarify the issues as described by the complainant. Ask the 
complainant to identify witnesses who have relevant information regarding the allegations. 
After collecting the evidence and interviewing all the witnesses, you may need to reinterview 
the complainant or other witnesses to resolve conflicting evidence or to clarify information. 

Develop a detailed chronology. Begin developing and updating a working chronology as you 
proceed with the investigation. Detail as much of the "who, what, and when" of events 
leading up to each protected communication and each personnel action taken, withheld, or 
threatened. You will have an opportunity to update the chronology during the review and 
analysis phases of the investigation to ensure the accuracy of each entry (see Sections 2.8 and 
2.9). 

While you are not investigating the complainant, it is helpful to include in the chronology a 
very brief description of past ratings of the complainant's performance before the protected 
communications, and what evidence there may be of any documented favorable or unfavorable 
counseling or personnel actions that preceded the protected communication(s). A well
developed chronology will prove to be an excellent tool to analyze the facts and circumstances 
surrounding each personnel action and to establish any "nexus" or connection between the 
protected communications and the personnel actions. 

The following sections provide the analytical framework for each of the four questions you 

must answer. 
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2.3 Protected Communications 

QUESTION 1. Did the military member make or prepare a communication 
protected by statute? 

First, review the definition. A protected communication is: 

a. Any lawful communication to a Member of Congress or an IG. 

b. A communication in which a member ofthe Armed Forces communicates information 
that the member reasonably believes evidences a violation oflaw or regulation, incZuding 
sexual harassment or unla'rlful discrimination, mismanagement, a gross waste offunds or other 
resources, an abuse ofauthority, or a substantial and specific danger to public health or 
safety, WHEN such communication is made to any ofthe following: 

(1) A Member of Congress, an IG, or a member ofa DoD audit, inspection, 
investigation, or law enforcement organization. 

(2) Any other person or organization (including any person or organization in the 
chain ofcommand) designated under Component regulations or other established 
administrative procedures to receive such communications. 

Please note that a communication made to a Member of Congress or an IG does not 
necessarily have to disclose information that evidences wrongdoing, it simply has to be a 
lawful communication. If the complainant contacted a Member of Congress or an IG, but did 
not disclose any specific wrongdoing, treat the contact as a protected communication and 
proceed with the investigation. 

Also note that communications made by a third party, e.g., spouse, relative, or co-worker of 
the military member, to an Inspector General, a Member of Congress, or another designated 
official may be covered as protected communications under 10 U.S.C. 1034. The test is 
whether the management official who took the personnel action believed or suspected that the 
protected communication was made by or on behalf of the military member. 

Remember that complaints to the chain of command may include, but are not limited to those 
presented during Request Mast or Commander'S Office Hours and Open Door policies. Also, 
participation as a witness during an official investigation may also qualify as a protected 
communication. 

To determine whether the complainant made or prepared a protected communication, 
obtain appropriate documents and/or witness testimony to show: 

• Whether the military member communicated, was preparing to communicate, or was 

believed to have communicated with an appropriate official listed in the definition of a 

protected communication, 
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• All applicable dates and persons with knowledge of the communication, e.g., the date 
the complainant first expressed an intent to make or prepare a protected communication and to 
whom such an intent was expressed; the date of any rumors attributing a protected 
communication to the complainant and the source of such rumors; the date of any actual 
submission of a protected disclosure and to whom the complaint was made or prepared, and 

• Whether the communication concerned information the military member reasonably 
believed evidenced a violation of law or regulation, including sexual harassment or unlawful 
discrimination, mismanagement, a gross waste of funds or other resources, an abuse of 
authority, or a substantial and specific danger to public health or safety (not required if the 
communication was to a Member of Congress or an JG). 

The complainant may furnish documentation to show he or she made or prepared a protected 
communication. If the documentation clearly establishes that a protected communication was 
made, proceed to the next question. However, if the documentation is insufficient, contact the 
appropriate official to whom the protected communication was made, and obtain any testimony 
or documents necessary to show whether a protected communication was made. 

In the event the complainant prepared, but did not send or deliver a protected communication 
to the intended official or agency, obtain as much evidence as possible to establish that the 
complainant prepared or intended to make a protected communication. The complainant may 
have expressed the intent to make a protected communication to a supervisor, commander, or 
co-worker. 

Remember--the military member may have made or prepared more than one protected 
communication. Make sure you properly identify and consider all protected communications 

"What if there was no protected communication?" 

If you find that the complainant did not make or prepare a protected communication, you may 
be tempted to end the investigation at this point. However, keep in mind that even if the 
complainant did not make or prepare a protected communication, but was believed to have 
done so, you must proceed with the investigation. You cannot determine whether any 
responsible management officials suspected, believed, or heard rumors that the complainant 
made or prepared a protected communication until you interview them or other key witnesses. 

If you are unable to establish with certainty that the complainant made or prepared a protected 
communication, give the whistleblower the benefit of the doubt and proceed with the 
investigation. 

"What if the allegations of wrongdoing in the complainant's initial pr<?tected 

communication are not substantiated?" 


It makes no difference whether the initial allegations of wrongdoing are substantiated or 
unsubstantiated. The law only requires that the complainant disclose information of alleged 
wrongdoing that he or she "reasonably believes" evidences wrongdoing. Generally, we accept 
that the complainant really does believe that the information he or she provided evidences 
wrongdoing. 
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"What if I fmd that the complainant intentionally made false statements or 
misrepresented the truth in the protected communication or disclosure of 
wrongdoing? " 

Whistleblower protection "protects" complainants from threats or acts of reprisal--it does not 
protect or otherwise insulate complainants from facing the consequences of their own 
misconduct. On rare occasions, you may come across an assertion by a third party that the 
whistleblower knew or should have known that the information provided in the initial protected 
communication was not true. If that is the case, you must resolve the issue of "reasonable 
belief." If you find that the complainant either made false statements or intentionally 
misrepresented the truth regarding the reported wrongdoing, then you may refer the matter for 
appropriate command action and close the reprisal investigation. 

"What if I f"md that the complainant reported the initial wrongdoing, not out of a 
sense of duty or regulatory requirement, but was motivated to report the 
wrongdoing in retaliation against the chain of command or other official? 11 

When investigating an allegation of reprisal, consider only the motives of management for 
taking or withholding a personnel action. The complainant's motivation for making or 
preparing a protected communication is not at issue. 

2.4 Personnel Actions 

QUESTION 2. Was an unfavorable personnel action taken or threatened, or was 
a favorable action withheld or threatened to be withheld following the protected 
communication? 

First, review the definition. A personnel action is: 

Any action taken on a member ofthe Armed Forces that affects or has the potential to affect 
that member's current position or career. Such actions include a promotion; a disciplinary or 
other corrective action; a transfer or reassignment; a performance evaluation; a decision on 
pay, benefits, awards, or training; referral for a mental health evaluation under DoD Directive 
6490.1; and any other significant change in duties or responsibilities inconsistent with the 
military member's rank. 

Next, interview the complainant. At this point in the investigation, all you need to do is 
identify: 

• All of the personnel actions that the complainant alleges were in reprisal, 

• All of the management officials that the complainant believes to be responsible for the 
personnel actions (note: the complainant may not be aware of all officials involved in a 
particular personnel action) 

• The date(s) of the actions or the date(s) the complainant believes the responsible 

management officials decided to take the actions (if known at this point), and 
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• Whether the dates of the actions or decisions occurred before or after the dates of the 
protected communications. 

Remember-don't jump ahead. Do not begin to analyze the reasons for the personnel 
actions until you reach the fourth question. 

Then, obtain copies of any documentation of the personnel action(s) from the complainant or 
the personnel office. Review the documentation and testimony to verify: 

• What personnel action(s) occurred or were withheld or threatened. 

• The management officials responsible for the action(s) or threat(s) (including any 
officials who recommended, approved, or influenced the decision). 

• The date the responsible management official iIrSt contemplated taking the action or 
decided to take, withhold, or threaten the personnel action. 

• The date the action(s) were actually taken, withheld, or threatened. 

• What happened. Obtain as much information as you can about the personnel action(s) 
or threat(s) and ~he circumstances that led to the decision to take, withhold, or threaten the 
personnel action(s). 

"What if I can't ascertain the date the management official decided to take, 
withhold or threaten the personnel action?" 

If you establish that a personnel action was taken but cannot ascertain the date the responsible 
management official decided to take the action, review the complainant's official personnel file 
and any other pertinent files available in the local personnel office. You may want to 
interview the personnel officer or others in the personnel office who would normally be 
involved in processing the alleged action(s). Secure copies of regulations applicable to any 
personnel actions from the personnel office. 

"What if there was no personnel action?" 

The definition of a personnel action is very broad; however, not every action cited by a 
complainant is considered to be a "personnel action" even if it does affect or will affect the 
complainant's career. One such action is the "initiation" of an investigation. Complainants 
may allege that an investigation of their conduct was initiated in reprisal for their 
whistieblowing activity. While we do not consider the initiation of an investigation to be a 
"personnel" action, any personnel actions taken as the result of an investigation. must be 
considered if they occurred after the complainant made or prepared a protected 
communication. 

If you cannot identify a personnel action that meets the definition and can find no evidence of 
a threat of such an action, then you may stop the investigation at this point. 
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2.5 Knowledge By Responsible Management Officials 

QUESTION 3. Did the official(s) responsible for taking, withholding, or 
threatening the personnel action know about the protected communication(s)? 

Who are the responsible management officials? The responsible management official(s) are: 

• The official(s) who influenced or recommended to the deciding official that he/she 
take, withhold, or threaten the action, 

• the official(s) who decided to take, withhold, or threaten the personnel action, and 

• any other official(s) who approved, reviewed, or indorsed the action. 

You must determine and identify who was responsible for each personnel action or threat and 
whether the responsible official(s) knew, suspected, believed, or heard rumors about the 
complainant's protected communication(s) when they decided to take, withhold, or threaten the 
personnel action. 

In the case of multiple protected communications, it is important to identify and list each one 
in the chronology. When you get to the third question, you may find, for example, that the 
responsible management official knew that the complainant filed an Article 138, Complaint of 
Wrongs, but was unaware that the complainant also made a protected communication to a 
Member of Congress or an IG. 

Ask the military member: 

• Who do you believe is responsible for the personnel action(s)? 

• Why do you believe the responsible ojJicial(s) knew that you made or prepared a 
protected communications before they took the action or made the threat? 

• Who did you tell about making or preparing a protected communication? 

• Who can testify (or provide documents) to show the responsible ojficial(s) were aware 

of the protected communication? 


Ask each responsible management official: 

• When and how did you first become aware that the complainant made or prepared a 

protected communication? 


• lWzen and how did you first suspect or come to believe that the complainant made or 

prepared a protected communication? 
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Ask other witnesses, particularly those cited by the complainant (IGs, first sergeants, 
supervisors, co-workers, executive officers, chiefs of staff, personnel officers, attorneys and 
secretaries frequently have information regarding this issue): 

• What do you know about the complainant's protected communication and when did you 
find out? 

• Did you tell anyone else about the protected communication? Ifso, when and who? 

• What information do you have that leads you to believe the responsible management 
officials knew or did not know about the protected communication before they decided or took 
the personnel actions(s)? 

• Who else do you believe may have information that suppons whether the responsible 
management officials knew about the protected communication and when they may have 
learned about the protected communication? 

"What if the responsible management official denies having any knowledge of the 
protected communication until after he or she decided to take or took the 
personnel action?" 

If the responsible official(s) deny knowledge of the protected communication prior to the 
action or threat, obtain testimony and documents to determine if the denial is credible. 
Remember that suspicion, belief, or knowledge of rumors of a protected communication by a 
responsible management official is sufficient to proceed with the investigation. In the case of 
suspicion, belief, or rumor, the responsible management officials need not have specific 
knowledge of an actual protected communication. 

"What if the responsible management officials did not know about or suspect that 

the complainant made or prepared a protected communication?" 


If anyone of the responsible management officials knew or suspected that the complainant 
made or prepared the protected communication before the action was taken, withheld or 
threatened, then the investigation must continue. If there is no evidence that any responsible 
management official who recommended, took, or approved the personnel action knew or 
suspected that the complainant made or prepared a protected communication before deciding 
to take or taking the action, then you may terminate the investigation. If the evidence is 
insufficient to determine who knew what and when, give the benefit of the doubt to the 
complainant and proceed with the investigation. 

Remember--knowledge of the protected communication does not, by itself, substantiate 

reprisal! . 
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2.6 Reprisal Or Independent Basis For Personnel Actions 

QUESTION 4. Does the evidence establish that the personnel action would have 
been taken, withheld or threatened if the protected communication had not been 
made? 

In other words,- "Would the complainant be in the same position today ifhe or she had not 
made or prepared a protected communication?" 

The complainant must establish that he or she made or prepared a protected communication 
and thereafter suffered a personnel action. The responsible management officials must 
establish that they would have decided, taken, or withheld the same personnel action(s) even if 
the complainant had not made or prepared a protected communication. 

"What evidence to I need?" There are five variables to consider regarding the personnel 
actions: Reasons, Reasonableness, Consistency, Motive, and Procedural Correctness. 

Obtain all the evidence necessary to decide whether the personnel action would have been 
taken, withheld, or threatened if the complainant had not made or prepared the protected 
communication. In gathering the evidence, ensure that you obtain documentation or testimony 
to determine the following: 

• Reason(s) stated by the responsible official(s) for taking, withholding, or threatening 
the action. 

• Reasonableness of the action(s) taken, withheld, or threatened considering the 
complainant's performance and conduct. 

• Consistency of the actions of responsible management officials with past practice. 
How did the responsible management officials respond in the past under similar circumstances 
involving other personnel? Are their actions in the case of the complainant consistent with 
past actions, or did they handle the matter differently? If the responsible management officials 
deviated from the way they normally acted in the past, you must explain the difference and 
determine whether the reasons are credible under the circumstances. 

• Motive of the responsible management official(s) for deciding, taking, . or withholding 
the personnel action. In other words, "Did the responsible management official take the 
right action for the right reason?" Was the motive to maintain good order and discipline or 
was it reprisal? What bearing, if any, did the protected communication have on the decision to 
take or withhold .the personnel action? Did the complainant's protected communication allege 
any wrongdoing by any of the responsible management officials or otherwise implicate or 
criticize their performance, integrity, competence, or leadership? 

• Procedural correctness of the action. Did the responsible management officials 

comply with established policy and procedures for the personnel action(s)? Did any of the 

responsible management officials exceed their authority or fail to obtain proper approval or 

legal guidance before taking the action? 
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[Make a note to come back and review the five variables outlined above when you reach 
Section 2.9, Analysis and Report Writing] 

Once you establish that the responsible management officials had the authority to act as they 
did, you may be tempted to close the investigation. However, to completely investigate an 
allegation of reprisal, you must address all of the above issues. The concept of management 
prerogative is a strong one in military and business circles. There is nothing in military 
reprisal law or regulation that attempts to limit management prerogatives. However, if 
management abuses their authority by taking an action in reprisal for whistleblowing, then 
management is wrong, and the action taken must be corrected. For example, issuing an 
evaluation report is a management prerogative. Issuing an adverse evaluation report on a 
military member based solely on his or her national origin or race is illegal. Issuing an 
adverse evaluation report on a military member based on his or her status as a whistleblower, 
i.e., because he or she made a protected communication, is also illegal. 

To answer the 4th question, you must, at a minimum, interview the complainant, the 
official(s) responsible for each personnel action, and key witnesses who have lmowledge of the 
matters at issue. You must also review all available documentation of the personnel action(s) 
and/or threat(s). 

Ask pointed interview questions that will: 

• confirm or rebut the testimony of the complainant or responsible management 
official(s); 

• expose inconsistencies and contradictions between what a witness tells you and what 

you otherwise lmow to be true based on the evidence, e.g., documents pertaining to the 

personnel actions, credible witness testimony, regulatory requirements; and, 


• reveal whether the actions of the responsible management officials were consistent with 
past practice, e.g., like reward for like achievement, like penalties for like offenses. 

Ask the military member: (These questions will help establish the complainant's side of the 
story regarding the circumstances that caused the personnel action to be taken, withheld or 
threatened.) 

• What reasons, ifany, did any ofthe responsible management officials give youfor 

taking or withholding the personnel action(s)? 


• Why do you believe the action was in reprisal and ootfor the reasons given? 

• Did any ofthe responsible management officials ever mention your protected 

communications in discussions about the personnel actions? 


• Did anyone tell you that they overheard any ofthe responsible management officials 

discussing your protected communications? Jfso, who, and when? 
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• "Who else could provide information to verify your testimony or clarify the reasons for 
the personnel action(s)? 

• Do you have any documents or other evidence to show or explain wiry the actian was 
improper or unjustified? 

• Do you have any evidence that you were treated differently from others in similar 
circumstances? (lfso, obtain as much information as possible to verify whether the 
complainant's beliefhas merit) 

Ask all individuals who influenced or made recommendations about the action or threats, 
including members of centralized boards or panels (as applicable): 

• What actions did you recommend? 

• Why did you make the recommendation? (Get the specific reason(s) and any supponing 
documentationfor the recommendation. Ask who, what, where, when, wiry and how for the 
reason(s) supponing the recommendation.) 

• What influence, ifany, did the complainant's protected communications have on your 
decision to recommend or approve the personnel actions? 

• Would you have taken the same actions if the complainant had not made or prepared a 
protected communication? 

• Do you believe your actions in this case are consistent with how you've acted under 
similar circumstances? Did you treat the complainant any differently in this case? 

• What was your reaction when you learned that the complainant had made a protected 
communication? "What did you think? How did you feel? 

Ask the responsible management official(s) who decided to take, withhold, or threaten 
each personnel action: (These questions will help establish management's reasons for taking, 
withholding or threatening the personnel action.) 

• Why did you take the personnel action or make the threat? (Get the specific reason(s) 

and copies ofany supponing documentation. Ask who, what, where, when, why and how for 

each reason given.) 


• What authority did you have to take or withhold the personnel action? "What policy, 

rule, or regulation gave you the authority? 


• Did anyone recommend that you take or withhold the personnel action? Ifso, who and 
on what were the reasons givenfor the recommendation? (Get any supponing documentation 
ofany recommendation(s) made. Ask who, what, when, why and how for the 
recommendation[s]. ) 
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• Mat irifluence, ifany, did the complainant's protected communications have on your 
decision to take or withhold the personnel actions? 

• Would you have taken the same actions if the complainant had not made or prepaT<ed a 
protected communication? 

Ask other witnesses, includin& those su&&estedby the complainant, and witnesses who 
might logically have such information, (such as co-workers, other supervisory persoDnel 
involved, fIrSt sergeants, the executive officer, chief of staff, or other person in a position 
to influence the responsible management officials on persoDIDel matters): 

• 'Have you ever talked to any ofthe responsible officials about the complainant's 
protected communication or the personnel action(s) or threats? Jfso, what was said? 

• Did any responsible management official say anything that would lead you to believe 
that there was any bias or animosity toward the complainant for making or preparing a 
protected communication? Any comments about the complainant going "outside the chain of 
command?n 

• Do you have any personal Jawwledge ofthe events leading to the personnel action(s) or 
threat(s)? (If so, ask them to tell you about it. Also ask whether they heard any rumors 
regarding the protected communications or the reasons for the personnel actions and the source 
of the rumors.) 

• Do you have any other information or comments you would like to make relevant to the 
issue ofreprisal or that you believe may have bearing on this case? (If so, obtain as much 
specific information as possible.) 

• Do you believe that the same actions would have occurred if the complainant had not 
made or prepared a protected communication? 

• Do you have any reason to believe or information that suggests that the responsible 

management officials reprised against the complainant? Ifso, what? and why? 


Remain objective--the issue of reprisal is not a character issue or popularity contest. Do not 
be swayed by witness opinions regarding the character of the complainant or the responsible 
management officials without factual support. Even if you find that the opinions are supported 
by the facts, you may not rely solely on the reputed character of an individual to draw a 
conclusion regarding whether reprisal occurred. People of questionable character can be 
reprised against, and managers of very sterling character can, in a moment of anger, replise 
against someone. You may consider past performance or misconduct, but only so far as it has 
any direct bearing or relevance to the current issues. . 

As we've said before, investigate the complaint and not the complainant. If you find 
yourself doing this, STOP! The issue is reprisal, not the character of the complainant who 
alleged reprisal. 
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2.7 Completing the Investigation 

You've completed the investigation when you've answered the four questions: 

Did the military member make or prepare a communication protected by statute? 

2. Was an unfavorable personnel action taken or threatened or was afavorable 
personnel action withheld or threatened to be withheld/ollowing the protected communication? 

3. Did the ojficial(s) responsible/or taking, withholding, or threatening the personnel 
action know about the protected communication? 

'4. Does the evidence establish the personnel action would have been taken, withheld, or 
threatened if the protected communication had not been made? 

By now, you should have established the answers to the first three questions. However, you 
will not be able to answer the fourth question until you complete the review and analysis of the 
evidence discussed in the next Section. 

2.8 Review of the Evidence. Review the evidence, and update the chronology of events 
you began in section 2.2. If you have not yet developed a chronology, do so now. Show the 
"who, what, when, where, why, and how" for each key event beginning with some 
background information prior to the protected communication(s), and each personnel action 
taken, withheld, or threatened. Include other relevant events that preceded or occurred at the 
same time of the protected communication(s) in the chronology to assist in the analysis. 

Prepare written summaries of all witness testimony. Important Reminder-you must include 
in the summaries of testimony the answers each witness gave to each of the four questions. 
Ensure that any information or fact that you attribute to a witness in the body of the report can 
be found in the summary of the witness I testimony. 

List or otherwise catalogue all the documentary evidence. 

Remember--you cannot assume anything. You must establish the facts and draw your 
conclusions based on the testimony and documentary evidence that support the facts. All must 
be clearly and logically presented in the report of investigation. Now would be a good time to 
review sections 2.9 and 4.1 for the legal requirements pertaining to the report of investigation 
and supporting documentation required. Your report must include the required 
documentation! 

2.9 Analysis and Report Writing. You can most easily accomplish the analysis of the 
evidence within the framework of the report outline described below. However, as you begin 
to analyze the evidence, remember to base your conclusions on the administrative evidentiary 
standard of a "preponderance of the evidence." In other words, give greater weight to the 
evidence which you find most credible, most convincing, and that which demonstrates to the 
reader that it is more probable than not that the facts and circumstances occurred as set forth in 
the report. Do not use the criminal evidentiary standard of "beyond a reasonable doubt. " 
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While your report will undergo a formal legal review, do not hesitate to consult with appointed 
or other designated legal counsel during the course of the investigation. 

If you follow the report outline below, you will soon find out whether you have adequately 
addressed each question: 

Was an. u11.{g.voroble 12'ersonnel act£on .t;aken or .threatened. or . ~:as ::: a (av(Jrab~ 
personner~actio'n "wi'hke.~ld /or'Athreiiiened·,;to .: pdiWith1iiim::"0&whig:;; the''p·roiectea. 
cammllriittItiiJ1i<h :) ~J~,t~rtl!~~q~~~#op~';; -!-t~~ ;ea~h)~I~AA~J;acti.on... ~q · ·lli.~,<g~m;;pf.its 
.cc,......en ·e 'H·~,t~the"c::S'm'·1;;,.,..,~t1~n.. . : .:. .~ o ;.4·"' n·':';;'f 'r..>:,T~>.','~;';; :: ';'~o- '· 's·:'-;;:n'·:·;:·t mpp.:t·'·'c·· · o : ;t·A·:·;;~ '< n"doe ·'·o···" O

_,', _...~' _~ ........:- :.:.:.:.;_..:.;~...;.:. ?~< .. -.-~l:;·~; ~~ ~ ~~~'~.- ~~~~~~ ;_~ ~": ~-~~ .. .;...~;.::#~:;;:~y ~~:~.. :( ...,~ ~ r': .. ; : ~ .. ~'JJ p~ i: \oA.' 

the:defihlti()ii:::1bf;.a . rsoriricl:'actioft'Tn :1)dD :Dliective'~ 1050:6 "uoteithe :defulltion 
and briefly :~tat~Whr-ili~ :~9~·~:~~n~t:'m~i~~.:~gfW~~?~~..·;::·:,: q 

Did the management officitil(s) remonsiblefor taking. withholtling,or threatening 
the personnel action know about the protectedcommunication?~tate .the question 
and list each responsible :mAA:~g,~ment official'f~f. ~ch persorineL~9?9~~Stat~:vhen 
each o'fficial':first firs ;l5eciffi;t~t:aWare ' believ,ed~'~~hispected, 'beard rumbrs ora:ctUallv 
kIle)Vqf ~~e" ~.Jlrdtect~ ·. ~j;nJ!l~ni,~tio.n(s):: ::; l~)F,kIiow~&ig~> py;~Y·:~ resP9nS;b.!~
maiiagemen ': officwJ~;hpdisQ~(~'''; ;;bri¥:f1Y1.gt~;th~~~fd.eQ6$Y:'·: · ··~.~:jh:at; fucr~ .:$i;:;: 
witness itgstrffi:bi-(:..L-rf~kn&w.leif~b~. t ,~ >;, :jr~" <~~nSlbl~,: ~ :·~'fb'iE~fficialli .o ".. ,' 'ffilE~ 

:;2i~~:~~~~f,~~~~{~i~~;a=!;;;~!';f:~~ 

he~,thafifw=lS':Ill0r.~; 'YSeIj : th:a.J.i' ;*9t.t11~r~~e: ~$pOnsible mariagemenfofficial kneVJ 
or did notkn()9/ab9uFtIie:1>rot~ted i~mITl#.jfr~ij§ri> 

If you believetheev~dence is inconclusive and that further irtvestiga.~c:m would not 
be productive;sta~eth3.tcQ1}clusibri. Also :'explam ;wh~l·anY , J;~spO#s.jp.J~IIi$.nagement 

offjcial >:~i n.o;,:'j~.1~~/l~Z,:o.~,.:jL~.l~~1~~1~;~~, >~~:~111~ll" ; :-\I:.;;' Y\: 
'Does · 'th'e~Wd~nEe~:eSt@iis1t:t1iif!PersoTiner(iitiirti:~wi/iiliJ)1iiipe';beeJi'.tclkenS'.t.'it1ih'eliI. 
OJ' ~ thre.atehe'iI 'tfike ;inW2ci'iai~Eommii.'hictiiioiDJi7UJj{0f(beenFm1ii1e:? :l1}juld~s~t~e.ach 
p~rs-o.w.iSLi,£g,9h\or :Jh~~;~.~~~~~t~;~~;e<y~~\V ,~~:f~~~ii:iables dj$C~~~)p:~ec~()rl
2 '6 . (see:···pa~e:12-9) of'th1s : g\iiQ,~.tr~ AddreSs:each ';6f.tbe · five variables ~applic'3bIe"to the 
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CiJ nclusirm s; . the ' jille,~ati.on of reprisal .is 's~~stan~at~ or 
u[1substruitiated for each . -action:, Also state wbether each personnel action 
""'3.S ,otherwise -proper and procedurally correc . 

2.10 Summary. Writing the outline for the report is the easy part--"filling in the blanks" 
through proper analysis of the evidence is the hard part. However, if you followed the 
guidance, developed the chronology, asked the right questions, obtained the appropriate 
documents, you're well on your way. If you conducted a thorough, objective investigation-
the answers will come. 

After you write the report, run the checklist at Figure 2.1 to ensure that you have adequately 
addressed the issues. Remember, the IG, DoD, will use this same checklist to evaluate the 
reports of investigation submitted by lGs of the DoD Components. If you can complete the 
checklist, your report should be adequate to meet the standards required. If not, then go back 
and obtain what you need to satisfy the investigation review criteria. 

2.11 Defmitions. The definitions pertaining to military whistleblower reprisal investigations 
are located at Enclosure 2 to DoD Directive 7050.6 (Appendix A). 
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Figure 2-1 

MILITARY wmsTLEBLOWER REPRISAL INVESTIGATION 

REVIEW CRITERIA WORKSHEET 


(Note: An * indicates those elements considered "CRITICAL" by the IG, DoD) 

*1. Complainant name/address: 

*2. Case Number: 
. Date complaint received: 


Date complaint referred to Service: 

Date report received from Service: 


*3. Investigator's Name, Rank, Organization, Duty Phone: 

*4. Allegations: 

*5. Identify the Protected Communication(s) (Include dates and to whom communication 
made): 

*6. What action was taken concerning the Protected Communication(s) and was the action 
sufficient?- (e.g., Was an investigation conducted, by whom, results?) 

*7. Identify (1) the Personnel Actions (taken, withheld, or threatened) and (2) the 
Responsible Management Official for each Personnel Action. 

*8. Case Ouality Control Review: 

*A. 	 Did the investigator: 

*Interview the Complainant? 

*Identify all the personnel actions? 

*Interview the responsible officials (For each personnel action)? 

*Establish the date responsible officials became aware of the protected 
communication? (Include the dates and how the official knew about the protect~d 


communication. ) 


*Interview relevant witnesses identified by the Complainant? 

*Interview other key witnesses? 

*B. Are all pertinent documents/records provided as enclosures to the report? 
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Figure 2-1 (Continued) 

*C. * Are summaries of testimony provided as enclosures to the report? (Note: there 
should be a summary oftestimony for each individual interviewed.) 

9. Does the evidence establish that the personnel action(s) would have been taken, withheld, 
or threatened if the protected communication had not been made? Provide your analysis. 

10. Are the summaries of testimony adequate? (Note: witness testimony cited in the report 
must be consistent with the content ofthe summary oftestimony.) 

11. Is the report balanced-does it present both sides of the matters at issue? 

12. Is relevant information submitted by the Complainant addressed? 

13. Are the conclusions and recommendations reasonable based on the facts? 

14. Was the investigator independent of the allegations and free from command influence? 

15. Comment on the overall quality of the report. 

Review Conducted By: 
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CHAYI'ER3 

INVESTIGATION OF IMPROPER REFERRAL FOR 

MENTAL HEALTH EVALUATION 


3.1 When to Use this Chapter. Follow the procedures outlined in this Chapter when the 
allegation pertains to procedural errors or omissions, denial of rights, or any other allegation 
of noncompliance with the provisions of DoDD 6490.1. If the complainant alleged that he or 
she was referred for a mental health evaluation in reprisal for making or preparing a protected 
communication, use Chapter 2 to investigate the reprisal allegation. 

3.2 Investigation Checklist. Use the checklist at Figure 3.1 to investigate allegations of 
noncompliance with the provisions of DoDD 6490.1. Use Part A, for allegations pertaining 
to an nonemergency outpatient and inpatient referrals for mental health evaluation, and PaJ:t B 
of the checklist for allegations pertaining to emergency or involuntary inpatient mental health 
referrals. The checklist simply asks in question form whether there is documentary evidence 
that each provision of DoD Directive 6490.1 was satisfied. 

3.3 Recommendations. When you make a finding of noncompliance with any provision of 
the directive, recommend to the appointing authority that appropriate corrective action be 
taken to preclude recurrence, to include retroactive compliance with the directive to the extent 
practical and reasonable. Advise the appointing authority that any assessment that a mental 
health evaluation was used in a manner in violation of DoDD 6490.1 must be reported to the 
IG, DoD, according to the implementing DoD component regulations. 

When you find that a military member was referred for a mental health evaluation in reprisal 
for making a protected communication, recommend appropriate corrective action. Remember 
that violations of certain provisions of DoD Directive 6490.1 are punishable under the UCMJ 
and/or regulations governing civilian disciplinary or adverse action, as applicable. 

3.4 Defmitions. The definitions pertaining to mental health referral investigations are 
located at Enclosure 2 to DoD Directive 6490.1 (Appendix B). 
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FIgure 3-1 

:MENTAL HEALTH REFERRAL INVESTIGATION 
CHECKLIST 

1. Complainant name/address: 

2. Case Number: 

Date complaint received: 

Date complaint referred to Service: 

Date report received from Service: 


3. Investigator's Name, Rank, Organization, Duty Phone: 

4. Allegations: 

5. Type of Referral: NonemergencylEmergency 

PART A: Nonemergency (Outpatient and Inpatient Referrals) 

1. Did the Commanding Officer: 

a. Consult with a mental health professional before referring the member for a menull 
health evaluation? When? 

b. Provide the member written notice of the mental health referral? When? Is member's 
acknowledgment of the notice present? 

c. Ifwiitten notice was provided, did the notice include: 

(1) date and time of the scheduled mental health evaluation? 

(2) factual description of the behavior and/or verbal expressions that caused the 
commanding officer's mental health evaluation referral? 

(3) name of the mental health professional with whom the commanding officer 
consulted before making the mental health evaluation referral? If not, does the notice explain 
why? 

(4) positions and telephone numbers of authorities, including attorneys and IGs, who 
could assist the member who wishes to question the mental health evaluation referral? 
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Figure 3-1 (Continued) 

2. If the member was referred for a mental health evaluation, was the member provided a 
copy of a listing of the following rights to: (this applies in nonemergency mental health 
evaluation referrals) 

a. Seek advice from an attorney who is a member of the Anned Forces or who is 
employed by the DoD designated to provide such advice under DoD Directive 6490.1 or an IG 
or an alternate source if an attorney is not reasonably available.? 

b. Submit an allegation of referral in violation of DoD Directive 6490.1 to any IG? 

c. Be evaluated by a mental health professional of his or her choosing and at his or her 
expense if reasonably available and within a reasonable time after the referred mental health 
evaluation? 

d. Not be restricted in lawfully communicating with an IG, attorney, Member of 
Congress, or others about the mental health referral? 

e. Have at least two business days before the scheduled evaluation to meet with an 
attorney, IG, chaplain, or other appropriate party? If not, is there an explanation? (This only 
applies in nonemergency mental health evaluation referrals.) 

3. If the member was aboard a naval vessel or in duty circumstances that made compliance 
with DoDD 6490.1 impractical, did the commanding officer prepare a memorandum stating 
the reasons for the inability to comply with the Directive? If so, when? 

4. Did the mental health professional who conducted the mental health evaluation: 

a. Assess the circumstances surrounding the request for mental health evaluation to ensure 
that the evaluation does not appear to have been in reprisal for whistleblowing? 

b. Report to the superior of the referring commander, via the mental health professional's 
command channels, evidence indicating that the evaluation may have been inappropriate? 

c. Advise the member of the purpose, nature and likely consequences of the evaluation? 

d. Make clear to the member that the evaluation is not confidential? 

5. If the mental health professional performed both, evaluative and therapeutic roles, did the 
mental health professional explain to the member the possible conflict of interest issues at the 
outset of the therapeutic relationship? ' 

REVIEWING OFFICIAL 
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~re3-1(Continu~ 

PART B: Emergency or Involuntary Inpatient Mental Health Evaluations. Emergency or 
involuntary inpatient mental health evaluations must be conducted in accordance with the "least 
restrictive alternative principle." See DoDD 6490.1 for the full definition. 

1. Did a psychiatrist, another mental health professional or a physician admit the member for 
inpatient mental health evaluation? 

2. Did the admitting psychiatrist/physician determine that the mental health evaluation could 
not be appropriately or reasonably conducted on an outpatient basis? 

3. After a member is admitted for an emergency or involuntary mental health evaluation, 
were reasonable efforts made as soon as practical to inform the member of: 

a. The reasons for the evaluation? 

b. The nature and consequences of the evaluation? 

c. Any treatment recommended or required? 

4. Was the member informed of the right, as soon after admission as the member's condition 
permitted, to contact a friend, relative, attorney, or IG? 

5. Was the member evaluated by the attending doctor within two business days after 
admission to determine if continued hospitalization and treatment was justified or if the 
member should be released? 

6. Did the attending doctor make a determination of whether the condition manifested i1:slelf 
from a traumatic event or was it caused by a behavioral, psychological or biological 
dysfunction in the person? 

7. If a determination was made that continued hospitalization or treatment was required, was 
the member notified orally and in writing of the reasons for this determination? 

8. Within 72 hours of admission, was a review of the appropriateness of continued 

hospitalization conducted? 


9. Was the review in 8 above conducted by: 

a. An officer NOT in the member's immediate chain of command? 
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FIgUre 3-1 (Continued) 

b. An officer who is neutral and disinterested? 

c. An officer in the grade of 0-5 or above appointed by appropriate commander? 

10. Did the reviewing officer: 

a. Introduce himlherself to the member? 

b. Indicate the reasons for the interview? 

c. Notify the member of the right to have legal representation during the review by a 
judge advocate or an attorney of his or her choosing and expense who is available within a 
reasonable time? 

d. Determine whether continued evaluation, treatment, or discharge was appropriate? 

e. Review the mental health evaluation conducted by the attending doctor of the need for 
continued hospitalization and treatment? 

f. Make a determination of whether the referral for mental health evaluation was used in 
an inappropriate, retributive or punitive manner and, if so, report such a finding to appropriate 
authorities for further investigation? 

REVIEWING OFFICIAL 
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CHAPTER 4 


REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 


4.1 Military Reprisal Cases. Under 10 U.S.C. 1034 and DoD Directive 7050.6, the 
following are statutory, i.e., mandatory, requirements that must be met in reprisal 
investigations: 

a. The investigating official must be outside the immediate chain of command of both the 
military member and the responsible management officials against whom the allegations were 
made. 

b. The IG, DoD, must provide the complainant a copy of the report of investigation on 
their allegations of reprisal. If an investigation of the initial protected communication or 
disclosure of wrongdoing is conducted under 10 U.S.C. 1034, then the complainant must also 
be provided a copy of the report of investigation. The copy provided to the military member 
will contain the maximum disclosure of information permitted under the provisions of the 
Freedom of Information Act. 

c. The investigation of the reprisal allegation shall be completed and the report of 
investigation issued within 90 days of the receipt of the allegation. 

d. If the report cannot be issued within 90 days of receipt, the IG, DoD, must notify the 
Under Secretary of Defense (personnel and Readiness) and the military member. The 
notification must include the reasons the report will not be submitted within the prescribed 
time and when the report will be submitted. It is important to kesm IG, DoD, apprised of the 
status. 

e. The IG, DoD, must notify the Under Secretary of Defense (personnel and Readiness) 
and send a copy of the report to the military member not later than 30 days after completion of 
the investigation. The copy provided to the military member will contain the maximum 
disclosure of information permitted under the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act. 

f. The report of investigation must include: 

(1) A thorough review of the facts and circumstances relevant to the allegation(s); 

(2) The relevant documents acquired during the investigation; and 

(3) Summaries of interviews conducted. 

IMPORTANT: The report must contain all of this material. If any material is lacking, the 
reporting requirements, as defined by law, have not been satisfied. Two copies of the report 
of investigation must be submitted to the IG, DoD--one unredacted and one redacted for the 
military member. The redacted copy of the report for the military member must contain the 
maximum disclosure of information permitted under the provisions of the Freedom of 
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Information Act. Follow your DoD Component guidelines for forwarding the report of 
investigation. 

4.2 Mental Health Referral Cases. 

a. Allegations of Noncompliance: Reports of investigations of allegations that the 
mental health referral did not comply with the provisions of DoDD 6490.1, should includf: the 
responses to the questions contained in Figure 3.1, a summary of the facts surrounding the~ 
issues addressed, and an analysis of the pertinent evidence collected. 

b. Allegations of Remrisal and Noncompliance Case: When the complainant has alleged 
both reprisal and noncompliance, the requirements in section 4.1 and 4.2 apply. Also include 
the responses to the checklists at Figures 2.1 and 3.1. 
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MILITARY wmSTLEBLOWER REPRISAL INVESTIGATION: 

E5 DANIEL S. THOMAS 


I. INTRODUCTION 


This office investigated allegations of reprisal filed by E5 Daniel S. Thomas in January and 
February 1992. E5 Thomas alleged that he suffered reprisals for reporting mismanagement 
and regulatory violations concerning the administration of parachute pay, and fraudulent 
statements, counselings, and improper contracting actions in 1990 to an Inspector General 
(IG), a Member of Congress, and to the IG, Department of Defense. E5 Thomas' allegations 
of mismanagement and regulatory violations were investigated by the IG, U.S. Armed Forces 
Base. 

E5 Thomas made allegations of perjury, threats on his life, harassment, improper 
reassignment action, downgrading of an award, improper referral for a mental health 
evaluation, and improper relief for cause actions. During the preliminary inquiry, we 
identified two unfavorable personnel actions that occurred subsequent to E5 Thomas' protected 
communication and otherwise met the criteria for investigation under Section 1034 of Title 10, 
United States Code: 

o E5 Thomas' reassignment from the position of Noncommissioned Officer-in-Charge 
(NCOIC), Air Delivery Section, Directorate of Logistics, to Headquarters Supply, both at 
U.S. Armed Forces Base, on January 29, 1992; and, 

o The Relief for Cause Noncommissioned Officer Evaluation Report (NCOER) 
covering the period November 1991 through January 1992. 

IT. BACKGROUND 

E5 Thomas, a parachute rigger, was assigned as the NCOIC of the Air Delivery Section, 
U.S. Armed Forces Base, in July 1986. The Air Delivery Section packs and repairs 
parachutes for use by various units. E5 Thomas was the enlisted manager of the section. At 
the time of the unfavorable actions, his chain of command consisted of his rating official, 
03 John K. Smith, Officer-in-Charge (OIC) of the Air Delivery Section; his senior rater, 
Mr. Jim L. Brown, Deputy Director of Logistics; and his reviewing official, 06 John P. Jones, 
Director of Logistics. 06 Jones was the official responsible for the reassignment action. 

At various times during 1989, E5 Thomas reported his concerns about the administration 
of parachute pay and questionable management practices within the Air Delivery Section to his 
chain of command. He alleged that his concerns did not receive proper consideration. As a 
result, on July 5, 1990, he filed complaints with the IG, U.S. Armed Forces Base, who 
elected to monitor the ongoing administrative and criminal investigations ordered by the 
Commander, 06 Henry W. May, rather than conduct a separate IG investigation. 

From July 1990 until June 17, 1991, pending completion of two administrative 

investigations, 06 Jones reassigned E5 Thomas to a position as the Operations and Training 

NCO, Headquarters Supply and Services Division, U.S. Armed Forces Base. At the 
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conclusion of the second administrative investigation, 06 May reinstated E5 Thomas to the 
NCOIC position in the Air Delivery Section on June 17, 1991. The reassignment at issue in 
this report occurred subsequent to the reinstatement. 

The criminal investigation of E5 Thomas' disclosures regarding parachute pay substantiated 
widespread abuses within the system. The corrections to the program are expected to yield an 
estimated savings of over $100,000 a year at U.S. Armed Forces Base alone. The two 
administrative investigations into E5 Thomas' noncriminal disclosures substantiated 
mismanagement by 04 Robert C. Mann, while he served as the OIC of the Air Delivery 
Section. As a result, the command offered 04 Mann punishment under Article 15, Unifonn 
Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) and removed him from his position; and suspended a civilian 
employee who assisted 04 Mann in the mismanagement of the unit. 

We reviewed the two administrative and criminal investigative reports that addressed 
E5 Thomas' initial protected communications, found that they adequately addressed the issues 
raised, and concurred with the conclusions. 

ill. SCOPE 

The Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, assigns the Inspector General, 
Department of Defense (lG, DoD), responsibility for improving the economy, efficiency cUld 
effectiveness of the Department's operations through prevention, detection and correction of 
fraud, waste and mismanagement. To fulfill those responsibilities Congress granted the IG, 
DoD, broad powers to conduct and supervise investigations relating to the Department's 
programs and operations. 

Public Laws 100-456 (codified at Section 1034 of Title 10, United States Code (U.S.C.» 
and 103-337 (implemented by DoD Directive 7050.6, August 12, 1995), require that the IG, 
DoD, investigate allegations that responsible officials took or threatened to take unfavorable 
personnel actions or withheld or threatened to withhold favorable personnel actions as reprisal 
against a member of the Armed Forces for making or preparing a protected disclosure, i.c;~., a 
communication to a Member of Congress, an IG, any member of a DoD audit, inspection, 
investigation, or law enforcement organization, and any person or organization (including any 
person or organization in the chain of command) designated under Component regulations or 
other established administrative procedures to receive such communications, concerning a 
violation of law or regulation (including complaints of sexual harassment and unlawful 
discrimination), mismanagement, a gross waste of funds or other resources, an abuse of 
authority or a substantial and specific danger to public safety. On completion of the 
investigation, the IG reports the findings to the Secretary of Defense, the Service Secretary or 
IG and the military member concerned. 

In investigating the allegation of reprisal, the following issues must be conSidered: 

o Did the military member make a communication protected by statute. 

o Was an unfavorable personnel action taken or threatened, or was a favorable 

action withheld or threatened to be withheld following the protected communication? 
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o Did the officia1(s) responsible for taking, withholding, or threatening the personnel 
action know about the protected communication? 

o Does the evidence establish that the personnel action would have been taken, 
withheld, or threatened if the protected communication had not been made? 

We interviewed key witnesses and obtained other information through telephone 
interviews and review of relevant documents. Military whistleblower protection for 
complaints made to the chain of command was not in effect until publication of DoD Directive 
7050.6, "Military Whistleblower Protection," on August 12, 1995. At the time of the 
personnel actions at issue in this case, the statute did not provide whistleblower protection for 
complaints made to the chain of command. 

IV. FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 

A. Did E5 Thomas make a communication protected by statute? E5 Thomas made the 
following communications protected by statute: 

o On July 5, 1990, he disclosed incidents of mismanagement and regulatory 
violations to the IG, U.S. Armed Forces Base. 1 E5 Thomas' wife made the actual 
communication; however, the IG, U.S. Armed Forces Base, used Mrs. Thomas' letter to the 
IG, U.S. Armed Forces Base to open a case for E5 Thomas. We concluded that E5 Thomas 
attained whistleblower status as a result of that letter. 

o On September 28, 1990, E5 Thomas disclosed the same incidents when he wrote 
to a Member of Congress. 

B. Was an unfavorable personnel action taken or threatened. or was a favorable action 
withheld or threatened to be withheld following the protected communication? We identified 
two personnel actions that occurred subsequent to the communications: 

o On January 29, 1992, 06 Jones permanently reassigned E5 Thomas from the Air 

Delivery Section to the Headquarters Supply, U.S. Base. 


o In early February 1992, 06 Jones directed 03 Smith to initiate a Relief for Cause 
NCOER covering E5 Thomas' performance during the period November 1991 through January 
1992. At the time of this report, the NCOER is under administrative review and has not yet 
been filed in E5 Thomas' record. 

1 Throughout the various investigations into E5 Thomas' allegations of mismanagement and violations 
of laws and regulations, he identified his wife as his representative. On July 2, 1990, Mrs. Thomas 
telephoned the U.S. Armed Forces Base IG, alleging that E5 Thomas was the victim of retaliation for 
reporting incidents of mismanagement and violations of regulations on the part of 04 Mann, his OIC, 
to his chain of command. The U.S. Armed Forces Base IG asked that she put her complaints in 
writing. 
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C. Did the officials responsible for taking. withholding. or threatening the personm~l 
actions know about the protected communication? We concluded that the .officials responsible 
for the personnel actions were aware of the protected communications. 

o 06 Jones testified that he learned ES Thomas wrote a Member of Congress and the 
U.S. Armed Forces Base IG when the initial administrative investigation was nearing 
completion in September 1990. Further, he stated that it was common knowledge in the 
Directorate of Logistics and throughout U.S. Armed Forces Base that ES Thomas had made 
the complaints. 

o Mr. Brown, E5 Thomas' senior rater on the NCOER at issue, testified that be 
learned E5 Thomas had communicated with an IG and Members of Congress in the fall of 
1990. 

o 03 Smith, E5 Thomas' rater, stated that he knew E5 Thomas made complaints that 
resulted in his prior OIC being removed from his job, but denied knowledge ofES Thomas' 
complaints to a Member of Congress or an IG. 

D. Does the evidence establish that the personnel actions would have been taken if the 
protected communications had not been made? We found that management's explanation for 
the unfavorable actions was insufficient to demonstrate that the actions would have been taken 
apart from E5 Thomas' protected communications. The two personnel actions are analyzed 
separately below. 

ES Thomas' reassignment from the position of NeOle. Air Delivery Section on January 29, 
1992 

06 Jones, who made the decision to reassign ES Thomas, told us that he did so because 
E5 Thomas discussed safety and other operational matters with an officer outside his chain of 
command. Specifically, E5 Thomas telephoned an officer with whom he had a working 
relationship and alleged that safety violations were occurring within the Air Delivery Section 
that were not being addressed by management. 06 Jones told us he considered that 
conversation unprofessional and demonstrated a lack of leadership and conduct unbecoming an 
NeO who fills an NeOle position. Further, he stated that even though the incident had no 
adverse impact on the organization, the particular incident "caused me to say he crossed the 
line in terms of leadership responsibility. " 

03 Smith told us that he recommended that E5 Thomas be removed as the NeOle 
because he telephoned an officer outside his organization regarding perceived safety problems. 
He stated that by making the telephone call, ES Thomas "defied the chain of command" :and 
"wanted to fight city hall." When we reminded 03 Smith that E5 Thomas "fought city hall" 
and won, 03 Smith replied, "and obviously he didn't learn anything, did he?" . 

Although ES Thomas' rating officials mentioned other problems in ES Thomas' Relief for 
Cause NCOER, neither 06 Jones nor 03 Smith cited those problems as justification for the 
reassignment. Their testimony focused on the telephone call as the basis for the reassignment. 
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We found that explanation insufficient and concluded that the reassignment would not 
have been made apart from E5 Thomas' earlier whistleblowing activity. We based the 
conclusion on three factors: 

o We determined that E5 Thomas' telephone call was simply a request to obtain 
advice on how to proceed regarding incidents he had previously addressed within his chain of 
command. We did not find it unreasonable for E5 Thomas to discuss his safety concerns with 
an individual who possessed an in-depth knowledge of his section's responsibilities. Further, 
there was no adverse impact on the mission of Air Delivery Section as a result of the telephone 
call. 

o We determined that there was animosity against E5 Thomas as a result of his 
earlier protected communications. In his testimony to us, 06 Jones recalled the disharmony 
caused in 1990 because of E5 Thomas' protected communications and the resulting adverse 
action taken against 04 Mann. He told us that "almost 90 percent of the work force in the Air 
Delivery Section had lived through the preceding three years of turmoil" and, as a result, it 
would have been difficult for E5 Thomas "to go back in and really succeed ... " 

o 06 Jones acknowledged to us that in July and November 1990, he told E5 Thomas 
that as long as he was the Director of Logistics E5 Thomas would not return to the NCOlC 
position because of the disruption he created. 

The Relief for Cause NCOER covering the period November 1991 through January 1992 

In the NCOER, 03 Smith, E5 Thomas' rater, indicated that E5 Thomas did not fulfill any 
of his NCO responsibilities except supporting equal opportunity and equal employment 
opportunity. 03 Smith made negative comments addressing E5 Thomas' professional ethics, 
competence, leadership, and performance. 03 Smith marked E5 Thomas' overall potential for 
promotion or positions of greater responsibility as marginal. Mr. Brown, E5 Thomas' senior 
rater, commented that E5 Thomas "caused friction in the work area" and "promoted mistrust 
in his chain of command." Mr. Brown marked E5 Thomas' overall performance as It 4" and 
his potential for promotion as "5," (5 being the lowest possible score). 06 Jones, E5 Thomas' 
reviewing official, concurred with the rater and senior rater evaluations. 

From July 1986 through October 1991, E5 Thomas received seven NCOERs documenting 
his performance as the NCOlC of the Air Delivery Section. The NCOERs consistently 
reflected E5 Thomas I performance at the higher end of the rating scale and contained positive 
comments about his performance and potential for advancement. In his rating for the period 
June through October 1991, E5 Thomas met or exceeded all the requirements in performing 
his duties as NCOlC of the Air Delivery Section. The rater, 02 Lewis J. Black, then OlC of 
Air Delivery Section, gave E5 Thomas the highest rating in his potential for promotion and 
service in positions of greater responsibility. Mr. Brown, the senior rater, rated E5 Thomas' 
overall performance and potential as "2," with "l" being highest, and commented that E5 
Thomas was an extremely knowledgeable self-starter who completed all assigned tasks. 06 
Jones, the reviewer, concurred with the evaluations. 
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When we asked the individuals in the rating chain to explain the rationale for their 
comments and markings, they did not provide an adequate explanation of how E5 Thomas' 
performance deteriorated so precipitously in such a short period of time. 06 Jones and 
Mr. Brown stated that the NCOER was based on the one incident where E5 Thomas had taken 
Air Delivery Section business to an officer in another organization and was not based on 
E5 Thomas' performance of his duties during the period. However, 03 Smith stated that the 
NCOER was based on E5 Thomas' lack of performance of his duties. 

03 Smith referred to the three documented counselings he gave E5 Thomas from mid
December to mid-January for minor incidents, the violation of the chain of command when 
E5 Thomas talked to the officer outside the organization, and that E5 Thomas "talked a lot." 
During his testimony to us, 03 Smith was inconsistent regarding his reasons for making some 
of the comments on the NCOER, e.g., he justified a comment on performance by stating that 
E5 Thomas "looked fat and was sloppy in his dress" while marking him as successful in 
physical fitness and military bearing (which relate directly to both appearance and dress). He 
justified another comment on an action that occurred outside the rating period. That was 
further contradicted by 06 Jones who told us E5 Thomas was always impeccably dressed cUld 
very "military" in his approach to things. Further, 06 Jones acknowledged that there wen~ 
inconsistencies between the comments made by 03 Smith and the reasons for them which he 
had not identified prior to reviewing and approving the NCOER. 

The senior rater, Mr. Brown, provided no specific rationale other than the telephone call 
to the officer outside the organization and was unable to fully explain how he verified that the 
rater's comments and markings were factual. In a note submitted subsequent to his interview, 
Mr. Brown stated that he, as the senior rater, "does not have to verify the rater's statements" 
as accurate or supportable in fulfilling his responsibility as a senior rater. Contrary to 
Mr. Brown's assertion, the regulation governing the preparation of NCOERs states that the 
senior rater is responsible for "over-watching the performance evaluation," "prepar[ing] al fair, 
correct report" and "ensur[ing] the specific bullet examples support the appropriate ratings ... " 

Further, Mr. Brown stated that E5 Thomas was "mentally ill and an extreme paranoi.d," 

for which we found no basis in fact. He stated he believed that was true because E5 Thomas 

had difficulties with more than one supervisor, talked too much and rambled, and had a 

tendency to find fault with the leadership. 


We found that management failed to provide sufficient justification for the comments and 
ratings for the NCOER closing January 1992. We found the testimony of the rating chain 
regarding the NCOER to be inconsistent, and reflected animosity toward E5 Thomas by 
exaggerating minor incidents. 

v. CONCLUSIONS 

We concluded that the E5 Thomas' NCOER for the period November 1991 through 
January 1992, and his reassignment from the Air Delivery Section on January 29, 1992, were 
reprisal for his protected communications to a Member of Congress and Inspectors General 
and would not have occurred apart from his whistle blowing activity. 
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Secretary of the Military Service: 

oVoid E5 Thomas' NCO Evaluation Report for the period November 1991 through 
January 1992. 

o Consider E5 Thomas for reinstatement to the position of NCOIC of Air De~livery 
Section or to another position at U.S. Armed Forces Base that is commensurate with his rank 
and experience. 

o Consider appropriate disciplinary action against 06 Jones for permitting retaliation 
action to be taken against E5 Thomas. In that regard, we acknowledge that several subordi
nate officials in the Directorate of Logistics participated in retaliation. Accordingly, we 
recommend the Service review the conduct of those officials as it relates to the matters 
addressed in this report. 
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